Recently, a new algorithm named dynamic group optimization (DGO) has been proposed, which lends itself strongly to exploration and exploitation. Although DGO has demonstrated its efficacy in comparison to other classical optimization algorithms, DGO has two computational drawbacks. The first one is related to the two mutation operators of DGO, where they may decrease the diversity of the population, limiting the search ability. The second one is the homogeneity of the updated population information which is selected only from the companions in the same group. It may result in premature convergence and deteriorate the mutation operators. In order to deal with these two problems in this paper, a new hybridized algorithm is proposed, which combines the dynamic group optimization algorithm with the cross entropy method. The cross entropy method takes advantage of sampling the problem space by generating candidate solutions using the distribution, then it updates the distribution based on the better candidate solution discovered. The cross entropy operator does not only enlarge the promising search area, but it also guarantees that the new solution is taken from all the surrounding useful information into consideration. The proposed algorithm is tested on 23 up-to-date benchmark functions; the experimental results verify that the proposed algorithm over the other contemporary population-based swarming algorithms is more effective and efficient.
Introduction
The increasing complexity in modern engineering designs and systems, demands for advances in search algorithms for optimization and analysis [1] . Using traditional methods to solve complicated optimization problems may be inefficient. In light of this, many researchers look into nature which is always a rich source of inspiration. Many well-known meta-heuristic algorithms have been proposed to solve combinatorial problems. For example, the genetic algorithm (GA) [2] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [3] , wolf search algorithm (WSA) [4] and dynamic group optimization algorithm (DGO) [5] [6] [7] . Despites the success in global optimization problems, meta-heuristics algorithms still suffer from several drawbacks. The two most prominent drawbacks are premature convergence and lacking of diversity in evolved solutions. GA and PSO have disadvantages in the exploitation of unexplored search space, and the search agents get easily stuck into a local optimum. The local optimum would be mistaken as the final optimal result where there may often be better optimal points elsewhere. As a result the search ended earlier than it should be, which is called premature
•
The proposed algorithm aims at using CE to enhance the population diversity at local exploitation in DGO.
It is interesting to set a new local optima avoiding mechanism to help DGO to strengthen the escape ability from premature convergence.
To the best of our knowledge, the hybridization between these two methods has not been done before. It is an interesting approach to hybridize both methods in order to achieve better optimization performance.
Therefore, to improve the efficiency for finding the best solution and avoiding the local optima, a new hybrid meta-heuristic algorithm called the cross entropy dynamic group optimization (CEDGO) algorithm is proposed in this paper. We use a CE method to update the members and set a time-to-live (TtL) variable to overcome the local optima problem. For comparison with the classical DGO algorithm, 23 benchmark functions are used to test the performance of the CEDGO algorithm.
This article is structured as follows. In Section 2, a brief explanation of CE and DGO is given. Information about types of hybridized methods, and the proposed new algorithm CEDGO is described in Section 3. The results of the experimentation and an analysis of the results are presented in Section 4. Finally, a conclusion and further research are presented in Section 5.
Background

Cross Entropy Method
The cross entropy method for optimization can be described as follows.
S(x
where γ * is the maximum over the given set X, the x * is the maximal x. S is the performance metric. When estimating samples X iteratively, a set of indicator functions I {S(X)≥γ} are defined. I {S(X)≥γ} represents the S(x) as above in the level γ for sample x. For a vector u, m of probability density function parameters, the optimization problem can be transformed into estimating the probability P u (S(X) ≥ γ). Combining with indicator functions, the probability can be calculated by:
l(γ) = P u (S(X) ≥ γ) = ∑ x I {S(X)≥γ} f (x, u) = E u I {S(X)≥γ} ,
where P is the probability associated with the probability density function f (., u), and E u denotes the expectation function. If γ = γ * , l(γ) can be estimated as:
I {S(X)≥γ} ln f (X i , v).
X i is generated by using the pdf f (., v). It is worthy to note that the CE method finds the most well sampling density f (., v*) such that the optimal solution can be sampled [13] .
The procedure of CE can be summarized into three main phases:
1. Generate random samples from Gaussian distribution with mean mu and standard deviation s.
2.
Select a specific number of best samples from the whole samples.
3.
Update mu and s based on the best samples with better fitness.
The Algorithm 1 of CE for optimization is listed as follows: 
Dynamic Group Optimization Algorithm (DGO)
Dynamic group optimization is the latest optimization algorithm, which is inspired from the intra-society and inter-society communication and the interactions of animals. Three main actions are summarized, first, intragroup cooperation, second, intergroup communication and third, group variation. All possible solutions, divided into two parts: members and heads, they are randomly initialized. For the intergroup cooperation, members are updated by Equations (4) and (5), respectively,
where the v G i,j,k is the vector of kth dimension of jth member of the ith group, which is obtained randomly from the whole populations. H G i,k is the kth dimension value of the ith head. G is the generation. b is the best solution obtained so far. The r is an index of group head, which is chosen randomly and the rand is the random number generator, the produced value is between [0, 1]. µ is drawn from normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. r1 and r2 are indexes of two distinct individuals, which are chosen randomly (exclude heads). Mr1 and Mr2 are two values between [0, 1], which are set by user to control the mutation probabilities of the two parts.
In order to enhance the ability of global exploration, the intergroup communication utilizes Lévy flight walk as the walking pattern. Heads as the group's delegate communicate with the other groups in this phase. There is only head that can update. The movement uses the levy flight random walk. The mathematical update equation of levy flight walk is formulated by Yang [14] as follow:
The ⊕ is the entry-wise multiplications.
and H k i mean the ith group in the k + 1 and k generations. Lévy(λ) is a random number, which is drawn from Lévy distribution. The α 0 is a scaling factor, the b is the global best solution. Equations (6) and (7) are the formula of head updating. Heads move towards global best by using Lévy flight walk. The exponential form of probability function is: The last action is group variation, this action avoids the waste of computing. Put simply, the better fitness, and the more members are in the group.
From Equations (4) and (5), we can find that the intragroup action of DGO is composed of two mutation operators. However, the operators cannot make great contribution to the population diversity, resulting in limiting the search ability of DGO. Moreover, the search ability of DGO may be deteriorated if the two randomly selected solutions for mutation is not significant enough.
In order to investigate the contribution of gaining diversity by using mutation, we carry out an experiment. We use the diversity measure to show the population diversity. The mathematical formula shows as follows:
where N is the size of population set, |N| is the size of set, |L| is the length of longest diagonal in search space, D is the size of dimension, x ij is the jth value of the ith individual, and x j is the average value of the jth dimension value of all the agents in the population. We compare the diversity between DGO without mutations and normal DGO (inDGO) at different dimensions where D = 10, 30, and 50. The test function is sphere. The diversity is shown in Table 1 . From Table 1 , in DGO has better diversity than DGO on all dimensions. Hence, it indicates that the mutations merge the whole population together hence deteriorate the search ability. How to solve this problem is the main focus in this paper.
Cross Entropy Dynamic Group Optimization (CEDGO)
In order to overcome the limitation of the original DGO, a cross entropy method based dynamic group optimization algorithm (CEDGO) is proposed. In this section, the detail of the proposed algorithm is presented.
In our proposed algorithm, the CE is used to cover the lack of exploitation of intragroup action, focusing the search of solutions in the area where the best solution located. Therefore, the intragroup action of DGO is replaced by CE. The DGO is mainly responsible for the exploration, and the CE is modified to a CE operator, which is employed into the intragroup action. The CEDGO takes advantage of the exploration ability of DGO and the exploitation ability of CE. Moreover, we set a time-to-live mechanism to control the density of population distribution.
The CEDGO works in this way: first, it initializes all parameters and generates population randomly. Then, it divides the population into a specific number of groups and selects a head for each group. At each iteration/generation of the algorithm, the heads move by the levy flight patterns while the members update themselves by the CE operator. Once every agent in the population is updated, the time to live (TtL) of each one is calculated. If the value of Ttl is lower than a threshold, the corresponding solution is reproduced randomly to avoid being stuck into a local optimum. The Algorithm 2 of CEDGO describes as follows. 
Cross Entorpy Operator
The cross entropy operator is used for updating the members' position. The mean mu and standard deviation s are the most important parameters in this operator. The mu tends to locate itself over the point with the best results, while s becomes smaller, until both values are focused on the area of the best solutions found so far in the domain. The variation of these values is done with a parameter indicating the learning rate (Lr).
The new samples are generated by mu and s. The mathematical equation is defined as follows:
where randn() produces the Gaussian distributed random number. The parameters update is done using (11) and (12) .
where Mu = (mu 1 , mu 2 , . . . , mu n ) and the standard deviation S = (S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n ). For each i in a vector, a random number is generated by a Gaussian distribution N(mu 1 , s 1 ).
Time-to-Live Mechnism (TtL)
The classical DGO uses simple greedy strategy to keep good solutions and discard worse solution. The main deficit is that it lacks of an escape mechanism, solution may falls into local optima and unable to extricate itself. The time-to-live mechanism design makes individuals born and die dynamically, thus they inherit good information from ancestors as well as being able to escape from local optima. The basic principle of TtL is similar to natural selection, where only the fittest will survive. All individuals are considered as natural creatures, it is universal knowledge that all living creatures go through life-cycle of birth, aging, illness, and death. Analogically speaking, if an animal is given plenty of foods (metaphor of computing resource in running meta-heuristics), it will have a longer life span than the one that has little food.
The "TtL" represents that the individual only can live within a variable length of time which depends on whether the food is adequate or not. If an individual cannot find enough food within the length of time, it will die. On the contrary, enough food is expected to prolong survival still further. Since the total population is stable, therefore, when one individual dies, another new individual will be born. The TtL mechanism is defined by the following rules: Numbered lists can be added as follows:
Rule (a) Each individual will only be graced a certain length of times to live when the animal shows inability to obtain any better food. Rule (b) The individual will die when the animal still yields no better food after the length of times to live are used up. Rule (c) The individual's health condition stays the same as long as it finds better food. Rule (d) New individual is produced by obtaining three randomly selected heads' information.
The rule (a) enforces a contesting environment, where only competitive individuals can live longer. The rule (b) reduces the chances of an individual who is wasting computer resource. The rule (c) keeps the better individuals alive so to continue producing better result. The rule (d) is a way to generate new solution and it keeps good information from ancestors.
The solutions will have differential lifetimes depending on how competitive they are in continuously finding improved candidate solution over the search space. This mechanism guarantees the search agent will not be doing useless work consuming computing resources unnecessarily when it is into local optimum.
To investigate the diversity of population of CEDGO. The results represents in Table 2 : From Table 2 , cross entropy dynamic group optimization (CEDGO) outperforms the DGO and DGO without mutations and normal DGO (inDGO) in terms of diversity at the three dimensions.
Complexity Analysis
Assume D is the dimensionality of the search space, the MaxFEs is the maximum number of function evaluation number, and the Cof is the cost of the objective function. Basically, an evolutionary algorithm has a time complexity of O(N × MaxFEs + Cof × MaxFEs). However, the time complexity of most objective functions is O(n) or even higher and different objective functions have different time complexities depending on how the fitness is computed or derived. For instance, the Rastrigin function has complexity O(n). But the complexity of rotate Rastrigin function scales up to O(n 2 ). Therefore, usually the Cof contributes more substantially to the time complexity. The whole time complexity is determined by the objective function.
In order to analyze the complexity of our new algorithm, despite the Cof, we first calculate the time complexities of DGO and CEDGO. The costs of the classical DGO algorithm involve the initialization (T ini ), evaluation (T eva ), three actions (T inter , T intra , T vari ) and selection T sel Here, T inter = D, T intra consists of two mutation operators. So that T intra = 2D, T vari = 1, T sel = D. Therefore, the time complexity of traditional DGO can be estimated as
is the time complexity of DGO.
CEDGO involves three identical components as DGO, but T intra is changed. T intra is replaced by CE operator, T ce is equal to D. The T tL is added in CEDGO, the T ttl = D as well. Therefore,
It is the same time complexity of DGO, which linear to MaxFEs.
Experimental Results
To fully evaluate the performance of the CEDGO algorithm without a biased conclusion, we conduct different experiments. Twenty-three benchmark functions are used in our experimental studies. These functions have been widely used in numerous studies [15, 16] . In this test suite, F1-F7 are unimodal functions, F8-F13 are multimodal functions with a high dimensional scale and F14-F23 are multimodal functions with a limited dimension scale. They appear to be the most difficult class of problems for many optimization algorithms. The results are very important because they reflect an algorithm's ability to escape from poor local optima and locate a good near-global optimum. The dimension of this function is chosen at 30. In addition, we investigate whether the CEDGO algorithm could be scaled up to handle large-scale optimization problems. Therefore, for the high dimensional functions F1-F13, the dimensions scale up to 300, larger than those in many other studies. This is necessary because as the number of dimensions increases, their local optima increase exponentially. In real life optimization problems, most cases are high dimensional problems; and if the scale is small, it would be very difficult to make generalized conclusions over the comparison. The focus of the study is to compare the performance of the CEDGO algorithm with the classical DGO algorithm; however, to investigate the CEDGO algorithm comprehensively, we also compare the performance of the CEDGO algorithm with that of other famous EAs algorithms. Moreover, an efficiency comparison with a parameter tuning is carried out.
In addition, to show the performance of the DGO algorithm, we compared it to four well-known improved DE algorithms, including DE with strategy adaption (SaDE) [17] , self-adaptive DE (jDE) [18] , composite DE (CoDE) (24) , and adaptive composite DE (ACoDE) algorithms [19] .
Two types of performance criteria are used in our experiment. First, the average and standard deviation of the function value are used. The algorithms run 50 times on each benchmark function, and the average and the standard deviation of the value are calculated. The notation AVGr ± SDr is used in Table 4 . Second, the Wilcoxon rank sum test is used to test the significance between the algorithms. The p value, as an informal measure of evidence against the null hypothesis, is listed in different Tables. The "-" symbol shows that the null hypothesis is rejected when the p value is equal to or less than the significant level and the first algorithm outperforms the second one. The "+" symbol means that the null hypothesis is rejected when the p value is equal to or less than the significant level and the first algorithm is inferior to the second one. The "=" symbol reveals that the null hypothesis is accepted when the p value is greater than the significant level and the first algorithm is equal to the second one. The test at a significance level where α = 0.05 is applied.
In order to obtain unbiased results, all experiments were carried out at the same experimental condition, for each algorithm, the maximum number of fitness evaluations (FEs) is 10,000 × D, D is the dimension of the problem, we set it as 30, except the high-dimensional problem where D = 300. Each algorithm is run 50 times independently to obtain average and the other statistical results. The experiments are run in Matlab R2015a (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), CPU is Intel(R) Core i7-4790 @ 3.60 GHz (Intel, Santa Clara, CA, USA) RAM is 8.00 GB. The global optimization toolbox used in our experiment includes GA and PSO algorithms. The GA used heuristic crossover, the roulette selection function and feasible adaptation mutation. The mutation rate and crossover rate were set to the default values. We also used the standard PSO algorithm; c 1 and c 2 used a default value of 1.49. In the WSA, the visual distance is 0.3 and the pa is 0.25. BA used the default setting from the public Matlab code, which was obtained from the MathWorks community. For DE algorithms, the parameter settings adopt a scaling factor F = 0.9 and crossover rate Cr = 0.9 for all algorithms. For the parameter settings of the DGO algorithm, we set the mutation rate and crossover rate to 0.25. The size of population is crucial in algorithms, so we used the same population size (30) for all algorithms. For PSO variant algorithms, the c 1 and c 2 are equal to 2, which are suggested by [20] . The maximum weight is 0.9 and the minimal weight is 0.4 for all PSO variant algorithms. And for the DE variant algorithms, LP = 50 in SaDE, the τ 1 = τ 2 = 0.1 in jDE, F = 0.9 in ACoDE and CoDE. It is worthy to mention that the parameters for some algorithms are adjusted automatically, for example, the c 1 and c 2 of IPSO changed dynamically. Therefore, the values of the parameter settings remain the same since they were set initially.
In our experiments, all parameters are the same, and the population size is 30 with the same set of initial random conditions. We also use the PSOs, and the c 1 and c 2 assume the default value of 1.49. The experimental environment is shown in Table 3 . Table 4 lists the average and standard deviation of the function values in 50 runs. The results generated from the DGO algorithm are tabulated in Table 4 and compared with the results generated by our CEDGO algorithm. The results show that our proposed CEDGO algorithm outperforms the DGO algorithm on all unimodal functions except F7. For functions F1, F2, and F6, the CEDGO algorithm generated significantly better results than the classical DGO algorithm. Although the DGO algorithm outperforms the CEDGO algorithm on function F7, the result is insignificant. The p value is also reported in Table 4 ; it can be seen that the CEDGO algorithm outperforms the DGO algorithm in five functions, ties with the DGO algorithm in one function and loses to the DGO algorithm in one function. In summary, the search performance of the CEDGO algorithm is generally better than that of the DGO algorithm on unimodal functions.
Multimodal Functions
Functions F8-F23 are multimodal functions. Table 4 clearly shows that the CEDGO algorithm wins in most of the functions. The CEGDO algorithm outperforms the DGO algorithm on eight of the 16 functions, ties with the DGO algorithm on four functions and loses to the DGO algorithm on four functions. Functions F7-F13 are multimodal functions with many local minima, which are very difficult to optimize. Generally, the CEDGO algorithm outperforms the DGO algorithm on two of six functions. But for function F11, the CEDGO algorithm performs significantly better than the DGO algorithm. From the p value, the CEDGO algorithm shows better performance than the DGO algorithm on two of the six functions, ties with the DGO algorithm on two functions and loses to the DGO algorithm on two functions. It shows that the CEDGO algorithm has the same performance on multimodal functions with many local minima. Functions 14-23 are multimodal functions with few local minima. With this set of functions, it is relatively easy to find the optima due to the dimension scale. From Table 4 , we can see that the CEDGO algorithm outperforms the DGO algorithm on six of the 10 functions and ties with the DGO algorithm on four functions; it loses none. The p value shows a similar result: the CEDGO algorithm shows better performance than the DGO algorithm. From these 23 benchmark functions, we can summarize that the CEDGO algorithm exhibits better performance and greater robustness than the classical DGO algorithm on these benchmark functions, due to the effect of the CE operator. +/=/-11/9/3 Figure 1 shows the convergence diagrams, with 500 iterations and the dimension D = 30. The other experimental setting is the same as that described in Section 4. Figure 1a ,b are results of unimodal functions, we can easily observe that the CEDGO is faster than the DGO on convergence. Particularly, on function F3, DGO seems stuck into local optima very early, and CEDGO can continue the search. The multimodal functions can also draw the same conclusion from benchmark functions F10 and F14. From Figure 1 , it is can be seen that CEDGO has more zigzags in the convergence curve. It is because the CEDGO has more chances to use CE operator and TtL mechanism to increase the diversity of population; hence there are more chances to jump out from local optima. 
It is
because the CEDGO has more chances to use CE operator and TtL mechanism to increase the diversity of population; hence there are more chances to jump out from local optima.
Comparison with the Latest Variant PSO Algorithms
The PSO algorithm is a population-based swarm intelligence optimization algorithm that was first introduced in 1996 by Kennedy et al. It is efficient in solving optimization problems. To fully investigate the performance of the CEDGO algorithm, we compare the CEDGO algorithm and the latest variant PSO algorithms, including autonomous particles group particle swarm optimization (AGPSO) [20] , improved particle swarm optimization (IPSO) [21] , time varying acceleration particle swarm optimization (TACPSO) [22] and modified particle swarm optimization (MPSO) [23] . Table 5 lists the results of the comparison.
From Table 5 , it can be seen that the CEDGO algorithm obtains the highest accuracy on the most functions. The CEDGO algorithm outperforms the PSO algorithms on six of the seven unimodal functions, three of the six multimodal functions and six of the 10 multimodal functions with few minima. The CEDGO algorithm has significantly better performance than the PSO algorithms. Table  5 reveals that the CEDGO algorithm is the best and is superior to the PSO algorithms. 
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Comparison with the Other Well-Known Evolutionary Algrotihms (EAs)
This section reports the comparison between the CEDGO algorithm and four well-known EAs: the bat algorithm (BA) [24] , the PSO [3] , the GA [2] , and the WSA [4] . Many studies have shown that those algorithms are good at solving global optimization problems. The CEDGO algorithm was tested with the same benchmark function at D = 30 with 50 independent runs. The average function values and standard deviations are recorded. The parameter setting shows at Table 6 . Table 6 . Parameters setting.
Algorithm
Parameter Setting It can be seen from Table 7 that the CEDGO algorithm is significantly better than the other algorithms on most functions. In terms of the accuracy of the average function values, the CEDGO algorithm is good at all functions except F7, F9 and F15. The CEDGO algorithm obtained the best result 20 times and the second-best result three times for the 23 functions we tested; the CEDGO algorithm converge near the optimal solution. The results prove that CEDGO algorithm can achieve satisfactory results on those testing functions when compared with these EAs.
Scalability Study
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Parameters Tuning Study
To investigate the sensitivity of the CEDGO algorithm to the coefficient α, we carry out an experiment with Lr = 0.25, 0.5, 0.65 and 0.8 respectively. The other parameters used the same values as those presented in the previous sections. The results are reported in Table 9 . Table 9 shows that the performance of the CEDGO algorithm is sensitive to the learning rate Lr; for unimodal functions, the best performance is obtained by Lr = 0.8; it reaches the best optima five times. For multimodal functions with many minima, the Lr = 0.5 is the best, winning three out of six functions. Lr = 0.5 is the best for the multimodal function with few minima. −9.18 × 10 +00 ± 2.27 × 10 +00 −9.93 × 10 +00 ± 8.52 × 10 −01 −6.93 × 10 +00 ± 1.83 × 10 +00 −9.06 × 10 +00 ± 1.65 × 10 +00
Comparision with DE Algrotihms
DE algorithms are amongst the most well-known optimization algorithms; they are populationbased stochastic optimization algorithms, exhibiting overall excellent performance for many benchmark functions. Therefore, we compared the DGO algorithm and several improved versions of the DE algorithm with a dimension size of 30 and a population size of 30. Table 10 shows the means and standard deviation of the function values when the number of evaluations is 10,000 × D.
In Table 10 , in terms of the average function values, the DGO algorithm shows the same performance as the other algorithms on F14, F16, F17, F19, and F23; all searches can find the global optimum. Compared with the DE algorithms, the DGO algorithm yields the best performance on F3. In addition, the CEDGO algorithm obtains the best result most of the times. 0.00 × 10 +00 ± 0.00 × 10 +00 0.00 × 10 +00 ± 0.00 × 10 +00 0.00 × 10 +00 ± 0.00 × 10 +00 0.00 × 10 +00 ± 0.00 × 10 +00 0.00 × 10 +00 ± 0.00 × 10 +00 F2 0.00 × 10 +00 ± 0.00 × 10 +00 0.00 × 10 +00 ± 0.00 × 10 +00 0.00 × 10 +00 ± 0.00 × 10 +00 4.87 × 10 −104 ± 2. 
Algorithm Analysis and Disscusion
In CEDGO, the CE operator is employed, which updates solutions by using the mean and standard deviation of solutions. The mean mu assures that the new solutions are produced based on the whole population's information, not just focuses on the current group and just uses two mutations in the DGO.
The deviation limits the range of new solutions, which determines the movement tendency. The selected samples in the CE operator are the best individuals from the populations, it ensures the robustness of the population. Information is obtained by small fraction of population which may lead to information loss. Moreover, replacing the mutations by CE operator greatly improved the diversity of population. The illustration of diversity of DGOs at different dimensions are shown in Figure 2: Entropy 2017, 19, 533 17 of 19
The deviation limits the range of new solutions, which determines the movement tendency. The selected samples in the CE operator are the best individuals from the populations, it ensures the robustness of the population. Information is obtained by small fraction of population which may lead to information loss. Moreover, replacing the mutations by CE operator greatly improved the diversity of population. The illustration of diversity of DGOs at different dimensions are shown in Figure 2 : From Figure 2 , we can see that our proposed CEDGO outperforms the DGO and in DGO in terms of diversity at all dimensions. The CE operator not only enlarges the promising search area, but also guarantees that new solution take all the surrounding useful information into consideration.
In TtL mechanism, the solutions will have a differential lifetimes depending on how competitive they are in continuously finding improved candidate solution over the search space. In DGO, the group variation only allows one solution to escape the local optima. But in TtL, each solution has a chance to do so in each iteration. In addition, since the CE operator is in use, it accelerates the convergence. Observing from Figure 1 , the CEDGO is faster than DGO on optimizing both unimodal and multimodal functions. From the time complexity analysis in Section 3.3 and the experiments in Section 4, the result shows that under the same computation environment, the results of CEDGO is superior to DGO.
DGO lends itself strongly to exploration and exploitation. However, balancing global exploration and local exploitation is still difficult, better global exploration capability is usually accompanied by worse local exploitation, and vice versa. The intragroup action of DGO consists of two mutation operators, all of them exploit the area of promising best optimum intensively. Since the members' information only can be obtained by group heads, all members merge together towards corresponding heads. The consequence of this is that the diversity of population diminishes quickly after several iterations.
CE has been successfully applied into various applications, one of the famous application is the optimization problems. Cross entropy method has proven to be successful in the solution of difficult single objective real valued optimization problems [25] . The new solutions are generated by the mean and standard deviation rather than just obtain information from the surrounding area. Therefore, the new solutions would not be too crowd at one position. CE has properties of randomness, it is perfectly matched the stochastic feature of meta-heuristic optimization algorithms. The CE operator not only accelerates the speed of algorithm, it can also enhance the variety of movement pattern. From Figure 2 , we can see that our proposed CEDGO outperforms the DGO and in DGO in terms of diversity at all dimensions. The CE operator not only enlarges the promising search area, but also guarantees that new solution take all the surrounding useful information into consideration.
CE has been successfully applied into various applications, one of the famous application is the optimization problems. Cross entropy method has proven to be successful in the solution of difficult single objective real valued optimization problems [25] . The new solutions are generated by the mean and standard deviation rather than just obtain information from the surrounding area. Therefore, the new solutions would not be too crowd at one position. CE has properties of randomness, it is perfectly matched the stochastic feature of meta-heuristic optimization algorithms. The CE operator not only accelerates the speed of algorithm, it can also enhance the variety of movement pattern.
From experimental results in Section 4 on benchmarks, it demonstrates that CEDGO outperforms the classical DGO, moreover. The comparison between CEDGO with PSO variants and EAs indicates that CEDGO is a promising tool for solving optimization problems.
Through the parameter tuning test, it can be concluded that learning rate equals to 0.5 is the most suitable value for CEDGO. In our work, we use the same experiment environment to obtain the unbiased results. However, our benchmark evaluation may generate different results if we change the population size or termination condition. In spite of these caveats, the benchmark results show that CEDGO is a promising optimization tool.
Conclusions
CE is a novel approach that has been widely used in various applications. In this study, we used the CE method combined with the novel algorithm DGO to improve the performance of the original DGO algorithm. We proposed a new meta-heuristic namely CEDGO algorithm that has two main activities: first one is, CEDGO replaces the old intragroup actions by CE operator. It enhances the ability of local search and increases the diversity of populations. The second activity is that the time-to-live mechanism is employed into the algorithm. TtL helps the algorithm avoid getting stuck into local optimum, hence it saves computation resources.
The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• Because the CE operator is employed into intragroup action, the capability of local search is enhanced.
•
Because the original two mutation operators are removed, the diversity is increased.
The TtL mechanism is set, the computation resource is saved compared to classical DGO.
Due to the TtL, the capability of jumping out of local optimum is increased.
To investigate the performance of the CEDGO algorithm, 23 benchmark functions were used for comparison. The experimental results show that our proposed algorithm outperforms the other algorithms in different testing conditions. A parameter setting Lr = 0.8 is suggested for solving multimodal functions with many minima. Lr = 0.5 is suggested for solving unimodal problems, and Lr = 0.5 is suggested for solving multimodal functions with few minima problems.
A limitation of this study is that only 23 benchmark functions were used to verify the algorithm's performance. We plan to carry out more comprehensive benchmark functions in the future to evaluate the proposed method in greater depth. Although benchmark functions are a simple and useful means to test optimization algorithms, they should also be used in real-world applications. Therefore, we plan to apply the CEDGO algorithm to real-world problems as a future study.
